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It is not a coincidence for creation to begin with Adam.  
As Adam represents “friendship” (wal ya), he actually is the first 

manifestation of the station (maq m) of the Perfect Man (al-ins n al-k mil). 
Considering the process of human becoming, it is possible to come to a 
sensible conclusion about Adam. With his knowledge (‘ilm), power (qudrah), 
adab (seeing God in everything and everywhere) and servanthood (‘ubudiyya) 
or more precisely, as Ibn ‘Arab  stated, with the non-existence manifested 
through his adab, Adam is without a doubt the custodian of the station of 
Lordship (rub biyya).  

Indeed, Allah chose Adam, Noah, the family of Abraham, and the family of 
‘Imr n above all people (of their time). (Q3:33) 

Allah, who gives what He wants to whom what He wants, chose Adam, 
bestowe him with His friendship, and invite the angels to his excellence. He 
declared Adam’s precedence among the creatures, and the angels were 
commanded to prostrate themselves in front of the manifestation of Allah’s 
bounty and generousity. Likewise, He declared Noah, Abraham, ‘Imr n, and 
whomever He has chosen as descendants of the privileged family of Adam 
above all people. 

 
The Garden of Eden in the Holy Bible (al-kit b al-muqaddas) 

“Then the Lord God formed a man from the dust of the ground and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being. 
Now the Lord God had planted a garden in the east, in Eden; and there he put 
the man he had formed. The Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the 
ground -trees that were pleasing to the eye and good for food. In the middle of 
the garden were the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. 
A river watering the garden flowed from Eden; from there it was separated into 
four headwaters. The name of the first is the Pishon; it winds through the entire 
land of Havilah, where there is gold. The gold of that land is good; aromatic 
resin and onyx are also there. The name of the second river is the Gihon; it 
winds through the entire land of Cush. The name of the third river is the 
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Tigris; it runs along the east side of Ashur. And the fourth river is the 
Euphrates. The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to 
work it and take care of it. And the Lord God commanded the man, ‘You are 
free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you must not eat from the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die.’” 
(Genesis 2:7-17) 

 
The story of Adam in the Qur n 

“(Remember) when your Lord said to the angels, ‘I am going to place a 
successive (human) authority on earth.’ They asked (Allah), ‘Will You place in 
it someone who will spread corruption there and shed blood while we glorify 
Your praises and proclaim Your holiness?’ Allah responded, ‘I know what you 
do not know.’ He taught Adam the names of all things, then He presented them 
to the angels and said, ‘Tell Me the names of these, if what you say is true?’ 
They replied, ‘Glory be to You! We have no knowledge except what You have 
taught us. You are truly the All-Knowing, All-Wise.’ Allah said, ‘O Adam! 
Inform them of their names.’ Then when Adam did, Allah said, ‘Did I not tell 
you that I know the secrets of the heavens and the earth, and I know what you 
reveal and what you conceal?’ And (remember) when We said to the angels, 
‘Prostrate before Adam’, so they all did -but not Ibl s, who refused and acted 
arrogantly, becoming unfaithful. We cautioned, ‘O Adam! Live with your wife 
in Paradise and eat as freely as you please, but do not approach this tree, or else 
you will be wrongdoers.’ But Satan deceived them -leading to their fall from 
the (blissful) state they were in, and We said, ‘Descend from the heavens (to 
the earth) as enemies to each other. You will find in the earth a residence and 
provision for your appointed stay.’ Then Adam was inspired with words (of 
prayer) by his Lord so He accepted his repentance. Surely He is the Accepter 
of Repentance, Most Merciful. We said, ‘Descend all of you! Then when 
guidance comes to you from Me, whoever follows it, there will be no fear for 
them, nor will they grieve. But those who disbelieve and deny Our signs will 
be the residents of the Fire. They will be there forever.’” (Q2:30-39) 

 
On the story of Adam and the divine decree which made him careless 

What is meant by the tree that Adam was prohibited to approach is the tree 
of love (ma abba), which Allah planted it for Adam in Heaven, adorning it 
with His Light (n r), and as He manifested Himself to Moses through the tree, 
He revealed Himself to Adam and Eve, so much so they fell in love with it, and 
forgot that they were told not to approach it. The reason behind this prohibition 
is to make Adam ambitious about divine love (ma abba). Love nourishes the 
spirit. The nurture of the spirits are the divine love and the praise of the Lord. 
Since the primordial divine will required Moses to request to see the Beauty 
(jam l), God made him addicted to see Him, and opened the door of request to 
witness to all His lovers (‘ shiq n). And by speaking to God, without the 
intermediacy of Gabriel (Jibr l), Moses remained intoxicated and ecstatic in 
front of the glasses of the divine words (kalamull h) and the wine of heavens, 
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and hence wanted to see the Beauty. In other words, Moses wanted to see God 
since Allah unveiled Himself to him through His words, and therefore Moses 
asked God to reveal Himself. However, since majesty and glory are divine 
attributes, Allah answered: “You cannot see Me as you are, as I reveal Myself 
to you only through My words.” God also manifested Himself to Adam 
through     (“and breathed into him of My spirit” -Q15:29), and 
reflected His Beauty in the mirrors of all beautiful forms. He said to Adam: 
“Dwell thou and thy wife in this garden, and eat, both of you, whatever you 
may wish; but do not approach this one tree, or due to the attraction of love 
(ma abba), you would be wronged yourselves. Because love and gratitude are 
twins, they are united. Heaven, on the other hand, is the place of trust and 
peace. It is foolish to leave the heavens, and ask for troubles, leaving the 
boundaries of reason, and reach love. For, the way of this love is not the way of 
ease and comfort, and only to be found in the world. O Adam, this will not be 
granted to you in Heaven, it will be given to you when you adorn yourself with 
this ornament.” Adam was enchanted and fascinated by the taste of these 
words, and with the hope of reunion, he ate the fruit of the tree of death. As He 
did to Moses, God also manifested Himself through that same tree to Adam, 
and this predestined event made him forget God’s prohibition. Then Adam 
came to his senses, and asked God’s forgiveness by saying, Our Lord! We have 
wronged ourselves (rabban  alamn  anfusan  -Q7:23). And Adam was 
forgiven, because this state ( l) occured to him from the taste of enchanting 
divine address of God.  

The reason for Adam to regain vicegerency lies in his recognition of his 
own incapacity and worthlessness. When Allah called out to him, and said, O 
Adam! Did I not forbid you from that tree and (did I not) tell you that Satan is 
your sworn enemy? (Q7:22), though he was given the honor of being the object 
before whom prostration of angels was made, he cast that eminence aside, and 
turned to God with great humility: Rabban  alamn  anfusan  (Our Lord! We 
have wronged ourselves. If You do not forgive us and have mercy on us, we 
will certainly be losers. -Q7:23). Then Allah replied: “O Adam, wasn’t your 
slip (zillat) within My knowledge? Was that not My destiny and decree? So 
why did you hide it? In fact, you should have known this meaning!”. When 
Adam responded, “O Lord, I was afraid lest I be discourteous.”, God told him: 
“Then I have observed courtesy toward you, and made you distinguished. O 
Adam! My protection over you from being discourteous was in fact My 
blessing; it was My predestined grace on you, and the necessity of your repute 
on My throne.” God dressed him the robe of vicegerency and demand the 
angels to prostrate before him. Hence, the angels saw the crown of “God 
created Adam in His image” on his head, the robe of “breathed into him of My 
spirit” (Q15:29) in his stature, and the belt of “He loves them, and they love 
Him” (Q5:54) around his waist. The angels then knew that Adam is the place 
where the sun of divine names and attributes rose, and the manifestation of the 
Light (n r) of the Essence (dh t); thus they followed the command at once and 
prostrate themselves in front of God’s light revealed in Adam and His 
generosity and glory with reverence. But unlike Adam, instead of showing 
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repentance and asking God’s forgiveness, Satan struck out at Adam with 
arrogance by claiming that he is better than him, since he was created from fire 
and Adam from clay. Shayk A mad al-Rif  says: “I tried to wait in front of 
every doorstep for the union with the Beloved. All of them was crowded. Only 
the doorstep of insufficiency, abasement and humility was empty, so I walked 
in that door easily.”1  

“Despite his superiority over the angels, the harvest of this greater 
knowledge (‘ilm) that the Prophet Adam has given, lies in his humbleness 
revealed by the words, Oh Lord, we have wronged ourselves (Q7:23). As for 
the fruit of angels’ knowledge, it is their obedience to God’s demand, seeing 
the truth ( aq qa) and acceptance of Adam, after their objection. The result of 
Satan’s knowledge on the other hand is his disobedience, though he 
worshipped God for thousands of years.”2  

Thus, that prevented him to attain God’s love (ma abba), beacuse he was 
not a loyal lover. His words, for leaving me to stray I will lie in ambush for 
them on Your straight path (Q7:16) shows his insincerity.3 “In exchange for 
misguiding the children of Adam, he settled for the seperation from the 
Beloved. He did not give up from being disobedient, and never felt remorse for 
his evil act.”4  

“Exoteric ( hir) sciences are pleasing, since they are seeds of the actions 
(a‘m l). However, the outward should be pursued by inward (b in), and in this 
case, it is the knowledge of the divine names, which is given to Adam. Without 
the completion of inward knowledge, outward science alone turns its owner 
into someone cold-hearted and rude, even if he or she were an angel.”5 

“Inward knowledge, on the other hand, makes its keepers docile, indulgent, 
humble and friendly. Hence, Adam said: Oh Lord, we have wronged ourselves! 
(Q7:23) Yet, the angels were able to find out the divine mercy, compassion and 
gentleness only after they encounter and accept Adam. Therefore they said: 
Glory be to You! We have no knowledge except what You have taught us 
(Q2:32). Then, what happened to their previous statements as, Will you replace 
in it someone who will spread corruption there and shed blood while we glorify 
Your praises and proclaim Your holiness? (Q2:30) and We have no knowledge 
except what You have taught us (Q2:32)? There is a huge difference between 
the knowledge of the angels and Adam’s, and the virtue (akhl q) generated 
from them. Nevertheless, one can be flourished only by means of the other. 
This two types of knowledge are like the spirit and the body. Therefore Moses 
was commanded to search for Khi r and learn a special divine knowledge (al-
‘ilm al-ladun ) from him, so that he no longer can claim that he is “the wisest 
in the world.” Im m al-Sh fi‘  used to sit next to Shaykh Shayb n al-R , who 
was an illiterate (umm ) man, like a schoolboy. Likewise, the bearers of the 
                                                            
1 Kâz m Büyükaksoy, Ken’ân Rifâî’den Mesnevî Hât ralar  (Istanbul: Nefes Publications, 

2013), 331-334. 
2 Niyazî-i M srî, Mavâidu’l- rfan / rfan Sofralar , trans. Süleyman Ate  (Istanbul: Yeni Ufuk-

lar Publications, n.d.), 119. 
3 Ibid. 118. 
4 Ibid. 118. 
5 ibid. 119. 
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inward knowledge do not deny the dignity and importance of the outward 
knowledge. In fact, Sar  al-Sa a  used to encourage Junayd to learn al-‘ilm al-

hir and used to pray fo his accomplishment as follows: “May God grant you 
al-‘ilm al-hadith; be a mu addith first, then a s f !”1 

While the station (maq m) of Adam, adorned with the divine names and 
attributes of Allah, was appointed as the place before which prostration of 
angels (except Satan) was made, as indicated beautifully in the Holy Qur’ n, 
Adam tasted the fruit of trust (am na), which means eternity and imperishable 
property, upon the deception of Satan. The Qur’ n describes the earth as the 
place to dwell for humans to have the chance of gains, whereas the Old 
Testament interpret Adam’s fall as a result of his disobedience.  

 
Benefits of the entrance of the spirit into the body  
 
First benefit: It is to attain perfection (kam l), and to be faithful to the 

promise given at the Covenant of Alast in this realm of visible world (al-‘ lam 
al-shah dah).  

Second benefit: If all of Adam’s decendants had remained in the realm of 
spirits (al-‘ lam al-arv h), they would not have been able to taste the flavor of 
seperation and the pleasure of reunion. Therefore, God sent and imprisoned 
that freed spirit in the dungeon of humanity (bashariyya), in order to make 
them appreciate the realm of the spirits and hence, to know the joys of union 
with God. Thus, humans were thrown in the flames of seperation, so that after 
they freed from their bodies, they appreciate the blessing, which was given to 
them. So the adventure of the Prophet Adam points out this meaning. While 
God gave Adam the Heaven, and overwhelmed him there with His blessings 
and comforts, which he effortlessly and painlessly acquired, it was destined 
and part of the divine wisdom that those would not be appreciated. Therefore 
Adam’s approach to the forbidden tree engendered him to be sent down out of 
paradise and his descend from Heaven to earth. This world opened the road of 
perfection to him by means of suffer, and after he attained perfection and led 
all human beings to follow him, he returned to paradise, having realized the 
ultimate happiness.  

 
Third benefit: 
In accordance with the hadith quds  I was a hidden treasure, so I loved to 

be known, the need for a spirit to have a body is to recognize God to the extent 
of its capacity, and to attain to a simultaneous acquisition of self-knowledge 
and God-knowledge (ma‘rifa). For instance, before the spirits entered in the 
realm of visible world, they were unaware of God’s attributes such as al-Satt r 
(the Veiler of sin) and al-Ghaff r (the Forgiver), since there were no shame 
and sin in the realm of spirits. In order for the servants to know the Lord 
through these attributes, the spirits traveled into this world and thus were able 

                                                            
1 lbid. 119-120. 
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to gain “knowledge” (ma‘rifa). They also gained wisdom and reached to a 
higher level of consciousness ( aq qa).  

The reason why Adam came to the earth is for his journey through the 
divine names to reach the essence (dh t) of God.1 Adam came out of his 
paradise and by tasting the fruit of love, he remembered the truth, the real 
( aqq), and thus accomplished his deed. He recognized that love is 
accompanied by misfortunes and troubles. Being cast out from Heaven means 
sufferings and tribulations.  

They asked the Prophet: “How have you known Allah?”. He replied: “I 
have known Allah through virtues (akhl q), and the things through His Light 
(n r).” So, the honorable virtues (mak rim al-akhl q) and good deeds are for 
those who are pure and pious, and if you also want to become a part of that 
divine Light, get rid of the darknesses of humanity (bashariyya) and make 
yourself prepared for that Light. If, however, you want to be far away from 
God, then be arrogant like Satan. Because Satan was disgraced and distanced 
from God, by being self-righteous. If you want to be freed from the 
imprisonment of this imaginary world, remove the worldly lusts and desires of 
the soul (nafs) out of your heart. Do not turn away from God and ask only for 
His help. Bow down to the Friend, so you will be near to Him!2  

The fruit meant in the story of Adam is love according to Mawl n , is 
trust according to Ken’an al-Rif  and is the nature and the intellect 
according to Nesef . Satan led Adam on by delusion and made him taste the 
fruit. According to the first story told in the Holy Qur’ n, the nature of Adam’s 
superior knowledge was originated from his love, which led him to the 
Universal Intellect (al-‘aql al-kull ) and made him leave his Particular Intellect 
(al-‘aql al-juz‘ ) at the Lote Tree of the Far Boundary (sidrat al-munteh ).  

According to Mawl n , love disciplines (trains) human beings in such a 
way that they begin to lose sight of their souls (anfus), i.e. their own entities, 
and discover the presence of God in things that surround them. In other words, 
love is like an astrolabe (an ancient astronomical instrument), it reveals all of 
the meanings, that are invisible to the material eye.  

Adam was undoubtedly one of God’s friends and superior to the angels, 
since he was able to witness directly manifestations of God everywhere. But 
when Satan persuaded Adam to approach to the forbidden tree, due to his hasty 
nature, he tried to attain the meaning of his given ‘ilm by tasting the fruit in 
order to get it quicker. Allah sent Adam to this world of misery and 
nothingness, the only place where he can actualize the knowledge of the names 
with the aim of transforming his hastiness into patience. It was not a 
punishment, but rather a method to negate Satan’s efforts. God bestowed His 
treasures upon Adam, which He did not even give to the angels. He taught him 
all the names (Q2:31). Naturally an enemy and a rival like Satan appeared next 
to him. Adam was dwelling within the beauties of Heaven, among palaces, 
gardens, rivers, flowers, trees and so many other countless blessings. As stated 

                                                            
1 Cf. Büyükaksoy, Ken’ân Rifâî’den Mesnevî Hât ralar , 349-351. 
2 Cf. ibid. 283-284. 
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in the Qur’ n, he was living in a paradise  where in there are rivers of water 
which time does not corrupt, and rivers of milk the taste whereof never alters, 
and rivers of wine delightful to those who drink it, and rivers of honey of all 
impurity cleansed (Q47:15).  

Water, milk, wine and honey refer as follows: Know that the seekers of 
knowledge should be like streams, seeking an ocean, in their quest. Just as the 
water continually flows, without considering, whether down the mountains, or 
through the jungles, or through lands, and finally reaches the ocean. Therefore, 
the seekers should never stop, and should not withhold humility from anyone 
they come across, even if that person is dishonest and undignified, until they 
get to the ocean of knowledge. And their knowledge should be useful and 
should nourish both their own and others’ spirits.  

Just as milk nourishes the body, they should seek for a master (murshid), 
so they can attain divine knowledge (ma‘rifa), which intoxicates both the 
drinker and the cupbearer, as the wine does. And their traits (akhl q) should be 
like strained honey that cures the heart. In short, if people gather the 
knowledge, the good deed, the gnosis and the noble character traits within 
themselves, their presence will be like Heaven.1  

Of the four rivers in paradise, a person, who has a share from the river of 
honey, will be granted with love and affection (ma abba) in this realm of 
visible world. Another one, who has a share from the river of milk, will be 
granted with the divine knowledge and gnosis in here. And those, who have 
shares from the river of wine in heaven, will be engaged in God’s commands 
and devote themselves to all acts of worship voluntarily and with great pleasure 
in this visible world. And those, who feel alive by carrying out good deeds and 
acts and in whose hearts good acts have sprouted, have a share from the river 
of water in heaven.2  

That jealous enemy of Adam, brooded over out of grieve and sorrow and 
said: “Alas! I was the teacher of the angels in heavens. I was wandering freely 
in Saturn. From the highest of heavens, I fell into this world because of him. 
Moreover, I was stationed in the bottom of the Hell, again because of him. I 
was created from fire, whereas he was created from clay. (Q7:12) My nature 
was from pure and bright fire but his was from black earth. Despite all my 
worship and servitude, I was cast out and deprived from the presence of God, 
and yet, in spite of being created from clay, and without even worshipping, 
Adam reclined in four-layered cushions on the throne of kingdom, excused and 
forgiven as he was granted the state of caliphate (I will create a vicegerent on 
earth. -Q2:30). He is enjoying himself among these blessings, and all of the 
inhabitants of the Heaven praise him. What trick shall I play to deprive him of 
these fortunes?” He could not find any way to get into Paradise and become a 
tempter. The peacock and the snake were the gatekeepers of Heaven. Since 
both of them were allowed to enter Heaven freely, Satan planned to lead them 
astray by making friends with them. He wanted to be close to them than their 

                                                            
1 Niyazî-i M srî, rfan Sofralar , 46-47. 
2 Cf. Ken’an Rifâî, Sohbetler (Istanbul: Kubbealti Publications, 2000), 420.  
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veins. And as indicated that Satan circulates in people, as blood circulates in 
the veins, he managed to seduce them and made them his friends. He said: 
“Take me with you to the Heaven. I have a word for Adam, and have some 
questions to ask. My purpose to enter Paradise has nothing to do with evil, it is 
just for good.” They told him: “We will do whatever you ask for, except for 
this. It is beyond our power to take you into the Heaven with us. All inhabitants 
of Heaven recognize you. They all will protest!” Satan said: “If you are not be 
able to take me in the open, then let me enter inside of you and speak to Adam 
in your images. Thus, those in Paradise will think that it is you who speak to 
Adam.” They replied: “This can be done. However, we cannot do it, since our 
hearts are frightened. God forbid! We would become rebelious to Him.” Satan 
continued to convince them: “Since pure goodnedss is what I am after, if you 
do as I say, there will be also a reward and mercy for you. Besides, this will 
raise your ranks, too.” In the end, he made up so many lies that he succeeded to 
stump them and led them astray. He found access to them through their veins 
and they all entered the Heaven. They went to Adam and asked him: “Why is 
the wheat forbidden to you, when all the other blessings were allowed? What is 
the reason behind that?” Then, Adam started to become anxious. Satan was 
able to play this trick on Adam at the time when he began to suspect about the 
actual reason behind God’s command to him, Do not approach this tree! 
(Q2:35), and out of arrogance, danger and impudence, he started to question 
whether this was a command and prohibition, or there was something else 
behind that. When such a thought and arrogance crossed Adam’s mind, he 
disregarded God’s command and became disobedient. Satan, the thief, took 
advantage of the confusion he had caused and put Adam in such a position that 
he eventually approached the forbidden tree and ate the grain of wheat, 
meaning disobeying the divine command. Since a thief can easily break into a 
house, only if he has a helper inside, who shares the same thoughts, feelings 
and secrets with him. In such a case, the helper opens the door inside and 
welcome the thief to break into the house. Similarly, if there had not been a 
part of demonic nature in Adam’s heart, what could have Satan done to Adam? 
Therefore, people should not be sure of themselves, until they are become 
absent from themselves (completely freed from their material beings) and 
annihilated.1  

According to the literal render of the story of Adam, told in the Surah al-
Baqara, Satan seems to be the one, who misguided and tempted Adam. But 
how is it possible for Adam to be influenced only by one divine name, when 
Allah, the greatest of the teachers, was his master and taught him all the 
names? Adam held on to the branch of “I am God” first, then he transcended to 
the realm of the divine unity (tawh d), and finally through the deception of 
Satan, he clung to the branch of delusion. The meaning behind Adam’s wish to 
see (witness) better by removing the curtain is as follows: First, he journeyed 
from the realm of unity to the world of multiplicity through the divine names 

                                                            
1 Cf. Sultan Veled, Ma‘ rif, tran. Meliha Anbarc o lu (Konya: Konya ve Mülhakat  Eski 

Eserleri Sevenler Derne i Publication, 2002), 74-75.  
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and then he interacted with each and every name about the divine love and 
mercy, and finally after having unveiled the Truth and witnessed the unity, he 
found himself in the realm of multiplicity, and therefore cried out as “I have 
wronged myself!”. Then, it can be said that if the cosmos is the body (tan), 
Adam is its spirit (j n).  

Satan wanted to prevent Adam’s perfection and made sure of that he was 
sent to a place full of blind alleys. But he could not realize that one’s life 
depends on the constant increase of knowledge based on the experience. And 
this can only be actualized by trial and error. In other words, an error, which is 
generally regarded as a kind of mental evil, actually is a sine qua non for 
spiritual growth.  

If we carefully examine the story of Adam, in both those two great 
scriptures, the Qur’ n and the Old Testament, we can claim that the Qur’ n 
does not prioritize the questions of “when, where and how”, but instead it 
focuses on why did the events take place, and by pointing out that Adam’s fall 
is the fall of everyone, people of all times are warned to take precautions and 
be vigilant against the dangers.  

Adam’s slip caused him to recognize his essential nothingness and poverty 
in face of the divine Reality, and made him to observe courtesy (adab). 
Therefore he became a friend (wal ) of God, and was brought near to Him. 
More precisely, after Adam was brought into this world and asked about the 
divine knowledge, which was given him before, this time he replied: “I do not 
know, I was caused to forget!” Upon this statement, the Almighty gave him the 
rank of friendship (wal ya). According to this story, if a person annihilates 
everything other than God, even by saying His name, that means Allah is the 
one manifested fully through him.  

Another meaning lies in the story of Adam is the need arisen from 
reproduction and continuity of lineage, after he ate the grain of wheat. Just as a 
single wheat ear produces many grains, from outcast Adam, countless perfect 
human beings (al-ins n al k mil) came into existence. In this story, which we 
will examine under the titles of knowledge and reproduction, it is seen that the 
continuity of life required the existence of the individuals and that existence 
emerged from the confliction of each other. As stated in the verse, Down with 
you, (and be henceforth) enemies unto each one another (Q2:36), enmities, i.e. 
seperations are essential to recognize the oneness and infinity.  

“Therefore, just as sin entered the world through one man, and death 
through sin, and in this way came to all people, because all sinned.” (Romans 
5:12) 

“When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food and 
pleasing to the eye, and also desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and 
ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it.” 
(Genesis 3:6) 

“Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God as he was 
walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the Lord God 
among the trees of the garden.” (Genesis 3:8) 
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Instead of feeling confident, secure and satisfied, the sins of Adam and Eve 
made them feel ashamed, guilty and fearful. As God had already told Adam if 
he disobey, he would die, and so the man died. Death means seperation and at 
that dreadful moment, man became seperated from God, meaning he died 
spiritually. He also began to die physically, since he is now carrying a dying 
spirit in a dying body. But that’s not all: The children of Adam and Eve 
inherited a bad nature and a sinful character. Since then, like a pollution in the 
spring of a river, the poison of sin flowed and spread through Adam’s 
decendants. Thus, “sin entered the world and came to all people, because all 
sinned.” (Romans 5:12)  

We may not run into each other in this world but as human beings we have 
one thing in common: We all are sinners and we all are dying.  

“If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in 
us.” (John 1:8)  

“For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” (Romans 3:23) 
The Holy Qur’ n states that the human beings, who assumed the trust 

(am na), which the heavens and the earth and the mountains declined to bear, 
took the risk and the extent which they endure the misfortunes and calamities, 
the more they become humans. The Qur’ n does not conceive of the world as a 
torture chamber, in which the members of an evil natured humanity are 
imprisoned because of the original sin. The earth itself is the home and the 
source of gain for human beings, and coming into this world is an occasion of 
gratitute.  

Having created the human beings, God bestow freedom on them: The 
freedom of choise either the evil or the good. Therefore, God’s “taking the 
risk” of creating human beings, indicates His trust on them. On the other hand, 
to maintain God’s trust and confidence is up to us. Perhaps the only thing that 
made possible to nurture such creatures, which were created in the best form 
and then reduced to the lowest of the low, is to face the risk of creating them. 
The Qur’ n describes it in Surah al-Anbiy  verse 35 as follows: We test you, O 
humanity, with good and evil as a trial. (Q21:35) 

As known, the reason Satan did not prostrate himself in front of Adam is 
his claim of him being better than Adam, since he was created from fire, and 
Adam from clay (Q38:76). However, clay (earth) represents nothingness and 
poverty, while fire lacks these qualities. Earth means humility and servitude, 
when fire means claiming entity (in the face of the Real) and arrogance. Then, 
earth alone cannot intimidate Satan, but when it is combined with water (which 
is clay), it generates attributes like acceptance, obedience, faith, persistence, 
dignity, awe, knowledge and gentleness. On the other hand, fire is the 
companion of such qualities like arrogance, trickery, independent entity, 
disbelief, denial and envy. With water joining the earth, dignity emerged from 
nothingness and humility, and that frightened the Satan.  

Referring Adam, God asked in the Our’ n that, Oh Ibl s! What prevented 
you from prostrating to what I created with My Own Hands? (Q38:75) So, 
what Satan was actually afraid of is the implication of the words, what I 
created with My Own Hands. One of these two hands refers to Lordship 
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(rub biyya) and the other servitude (‘ub diyya). When Satan claimed his 
“lordship” over Adam (I am better than he is), he had represented only one 
hand. But Adam, preserving the equilibrium of the two hands, managed to 
intimidate Satan by revealing the Lordship lying underneath the servitude and 
nothingness. From this perspective, it is understood that the struggle between 
our spirits (r /Adam) and our souls (nafs/Satan) is still ongoing, and as long 
as our spirits do not overcome our souls and left them unattended, it will not be 
possible to adjust to the divine reality, i.e. to see the world with a spiritual eye 
or with an unveiled heart.  

Best instruments to get rid of the lower qualities of the soul, as given in the 
Qur’ n, are constant prayer and obedience. These two vehicles function as 
great helpers in man’s seeking refuge in God. By nature, human beings were 
created to sense God through praying until the Day of Judgment. Since human 
beings cannot live without friends, when they lose their greatest friend, i.e. 
their souls (nafs) on the path of perfection, they seek refuge in God through the 
help of praying. If they do not feel the urge of praying, then the world becomes 
hell to them. The name of this hell is bigotry. Prayer is similar to contemplation 
(tafakkur) (according to Sufis, every act of reflection which leads to God), but 
it is actually beyond it. Prayer is not just a thought. It is to realize one’s own 
poverty and nothingness in the face of the Infinite, by prioritizing God’s 
ultimate truth ( aq qa) over one’s existence.  

The real intention and aim for praying, the wish for experiencing of all-
embracing unity and oneness of God, is better achieved when performed with 
the congregation. A congregation is such a group of people, who concentrate 
on the same thought or act, which has a great influence on unveiling the 
individual inner aspects (b in). To try to understand the true nature of a 
congregation helps to improve the perception, to deepen the excitement and to 
strenghten the impact of the prayer. Therefore, whether performed individually 
or communally, prayer is the result of the deep longing (ishtiy q) that human 
beings have, in this terrifying silence of the universe.  

Nevertheless, as confirmed by the Qur’ n, Isl m declares that one should 
respect other people’s beliefs and never interfere with their religious rituals.  

To every nation We have prescribed the rites of worship which they 
observe, therefore, let them not dispute with you concerning this matter -keep 
calling them to the Way of your Lord; for most surely you are rightly guided. 
(Q22:67)  

To you be your religion and to me mine. (Q109:6)  
Verses such as these have preserved the right of freedom of religion and 

prevented possible strifes that may arise from the disputes on the forms of pray. 
Even the verses, that state facing to Kaaba during prayer are meant to create 
the feeling of unity among the believers:  

Righteousness is not in turning your faces towards the east or the west. 
Rather, the righteous are those who believe in Allah, the Last Day, the angels, 
the Books, and the prophets; who give charity out of their cherished wealth to 
relatives, orphans, the poor, (needy) travellers, beggars, and for freeing 
captives; who establish prayer, pay alms-tax, and keep the pledges they make; 
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and who are patient in times of suffering, adversity, and in (the heat of) battle. 
It is they who are true (in faith), and it is they who are mindful (of Allah). 
(Q2:177) 

To Allah belong the east and the west, so wherever you turn you are facing 
(towards) Allah. Surely Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing. (Q2:115) 

 
The effort for creating this feeling of unity nurtures equality in multiplicity 

and eliminates all kinds of privileges, which may derive from race and rank. 
According to the Qur’ n, division of human beings into races, nationalities and 
tribes is only for determining the identities. Therefore, praying with 
congregation breaks down the barriers between people and helps to nurture the 
feeling of unity.  
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